WAPPP ABU DHABI PPP FORUM
PROGRAMME AT A GLANCE

Abu Dhabi, UAE
(GMT + 04:00)

Venue: Abu Dhabi National Exhibition Centre (ADNEC)

Tuesday, 17 October, Hall 2 Room VI
9:30-9:45 Opening Remarks
9:45-11:00 High Level PPP Dialogue
11:00 - 12:00 Deal Development Pipeline & Case Studies
12:00 - 12:20 Social Sector PPPs Part One
13:30 - 14:45 Latest in Healthcare PPPs
15:00 - 16:15 Africa PPP Units discussing their PPP Plans & Projects
16:15 - 17:30 The Climate is Right for Rail PPPs

Wednesday, 18 October, Hall 2 Room VI
10:00 - 11:00 Presentation of the Fast-Infra Sustainable Infrastructure Label
11:15 - 12:45 Social Sector PPPs Part Two
13:45 - 15:00 Social Sector PPPs Part Three
15:00 - 16:00 The Future of Air Travel
16:00 - 16:45 South Asia PPP Units discuss their PPP Plans & Projects
16:45 - 18:00 Are PPPs a Game Changer for Energy Transition?

Thursday, 19 October, Hall 7 Room XVII
9:00 - 10:00 PPPs as a Catalyst for Economic Development
10:15 - 11:30 Water Sector PPPs: How PPPs are Ensuring Access to Water & Sanitation
11:45 - 12:00 Fireside Chat
12:00 - 13:15 Mena Region PPP Units Discuss Their PPP Plans & Projects
14:00 - 15:15 Central Asia PPP Units Discuss Their PPP Plans & Projects
15:30 - 16:45 Innovations in PPP Financing
17:00 - 17:30 Closing of WAPPP Abu Dhabi PPP Forum

Register now at: https://indico.un.org/event/1004992/
Venue: Abu Dhabi National Exhibition Centre (ADNEC)